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 Journal to Hold Prostitution Symposium 
 
Professor JllacKinnon and Fe1ninist Activist Dzvorkin Au1ong the Scheduled Speakers 
B~ Kathi Wyman cacy director of Mmncapolls-bascd der and Law staff m a mini-sympo-
RG ~ews Writer WHISPER (Women Hurt 10 S) stems sium on Sunday. before returnmg to 
The newt) orgamLcd .\fhlur:an 
Journal of Gender and Lm~ wIll hold 
11S flfSt symposium, en tilled "Prosti-
ruuon: From Acadcm• t< \\:uw;m:· 
10 Hutchms Hall tht~ Fnda) .md 
Saturday. 
B~ Dringing togetha th~ f0remo~t 
thmkcrs in the field w d•,cu:-.s nc\v 
1deas about this age-old soc1etal ~ ~­
~ue. journal members h '(11: to cdu-
.:ate and enlighten fa~ ult), Ja,v stu-
dents, undergraduates, alumm and 
other interested citizen~ 'v how ill be 
tr.l\'eling from far and ncar to aucnd 
thiS much-publicized cvcnt. 
Noted speakers wi ll include kgal 
scholars, social sc1cnu ·"· practHio-
ncrs and activ•sts sud1 as the L;~w 
School 'sown Profess(u C:1theri ne A. 
~lacKinnon; Vednita '\clson, advo-
of Prosutution Engaged 10 Revolt): thclf home schools. The m•m-sym-
Kathlccn Barry, professor of sociol- posiUm wIll explore processes and 
ogy at Pcnnsylvama State Univer- problems mvolved in running such a 
Sll), and New York wrncr Andrea JO~I t')~lt pan•c•pants from all 
D\\Orkm. \Al \ \ Q pnl bencllt from others' 
The Michigan Jo\vAr:v'4'cn\lcl U . icnces. In addaion, the Women 
and Lm~, which wal-o~nltCd by a Law ~~lent Assoc•at1on will use the 
group ot c•ght thcn-1 Ls du~. j£ (Jm'\S~~posiUm as a forum for dis-
1991-92 school year, will )1llt>llsh cussing tl\e ~~sipilny of creaung a 
pa~r'> presented dfin~'f1 \YflpoQtitioL~,~~on for women Jaw 
s•um m IL'> lirst•ssuu~t~g. -!udc~~.' 
Journal members arc taking ad- While alumni have been asked to 
vantage of the symposium not only to register for the symposium in ad-
learn about prostnution but also to vancc-assome-10-SOhavedoneso 
gather 1nformauon about how a jour- far- the events arc open to current 
nal is nm. members of the Law School and the 
Representatives from other jour- overall Cmversity. 
nab concerned about gender •<>sues After Dean Lee C. Bollinger dehv-
willheattcndingthcsymposium,and crs the S)mposi um 's welcoming 
they will meet with Journal of Gen- address in Honigman Auditorium 
Navy JAG Interviews 
Spark Student Protest 
Frida) at I p.m., Profc sor ~lacKin­
non will introduce the opening panel, 
"Describing the Problem." Moder-
atedbyWomen'sLegalDefcnscFund 
attorney Holly Fechner, the flfst panel 
will explore such topics as "Children 
and Prostitution," "Experiences of 
African-American Women," "Male 
Sexuality: Why Ownership is Sexy," 
B~ Stacie Brown 
RG News Wntcr 
"Silence =Deal h." See SYMPOSJU.ll, page 4 
ThP porn imagery photo display had a strong turnout . And why not , it 
was cheaper tha1t buying ill adonna's new book? 
On l\londa), O.:tobcr 12, Ia"' 
students and facult) Jlike donned 
pmk triangle sticker~ <K l..nowledglllg 
the freedoms of sexual onentation 
The Lesbian. Ga' n.,c,ual Law 
Students Alhance (LCil3LSA) pro-
tNed the Univcrsit) polK) that al-
low public agcnC) "rnp ll)er:-. who 
d1scnminate on the ba'1' of ~xual 
onentation to conduct on-campus 
•nterview.s. 
AleJandro Navarro, 2L, inter-
viewed with a Navy recruiter for the 
sole purpose of voicing his views on 
the policy. "Blatant discrimination 
occur\ but it seems to be accepted," 
Navarro said. 
The Navy representative appar-
ently rccogn11ed from Navarro's 
resume that he was not seeking 
employment, and instead of conduct-
ing a trad.uonal mterv•ew, the re-
cruner anncd to JUstify the Depart-
ment of Defense policy, by saying 
that he was follow.mg mllu.ary or-
der~. avarro said the rccruuer was 
perpetuating a policy he and others 
consider unfair. 
Strong Support for New Section 
May Not Save It From the Ax 
 
In an effon to rept·al to poliC) 
and increase awareness of the dis-
criminator) polte), tlk ,\lhance dis-
played poster,, !>pon,, red a bake sak 
and distributed "Sll~rll.:e = Death" 
suckers. Th~ protest co1ncided with 
the Placement Office •ntcmews lor 
the Navy Judge Adnh:ate General 
(JAG) program. 
Current!) the (., S Department 
of Defense D•rect•w 11~2.1-l, En-
h~tcd Administrative Separations, 
states that "homosexu,llity is incom-
patible vv ith mll•tar) sen 1cc ·· and 
that the presence of homosexuals 
"seriously impairs the accomplish-
ment of the military\ m1ssion." 
"I fmd the pohC) offens•vc," said 
Lesl1e Newman, 2L. "Other schools 
have worked to stop these on-cam-
pus lnter.leWS, and It w.ouJd be good 
1f we could do the same here. It all 
boils down to respecting students." 
Although some studenL\ said 
·avarro took an mterview slot of a 
student genuinely Interested in work-
ing for the Navy JAG, Navarro con-
tended that not only is there usually 
an adequate number of interview 
availabilities, but also that he is no 
St•(' ,\A IT PJ<OTEST, page 3 
B! Brian O'Donnell 
RG I'\ews Writer 
Students like it. Professors hke 
iL But the curtain may be coming 
do" n nonetheless on the "new sec-
liOn, .. .1\lichigan Law School's un-
conventionallirst-year program. 
Professors say it is unlikely the 
Ia" school w 1 U have a new ~cuon 
for next year's first-ycarclass, largely 
because not enough professors can 
spare the extra time needed to put the 
program together. 
The new section, offered to a 
quaner of the flfSt-ycarclass, aims to 
present a broader pcrspccu,·e on the 
law by giving a different m1x of 
courses and by suspending classes 
for week-long reviews of contempo-
rary issues. 
"It gave law students an oppor-
tunity to see the forest instead of the 
treeS, from time to ume," S3Jd Profes-
sor Heidi Li Feldman, a 1990 Mich•-
gan Law graduate, who was in the 
new section in her ftrst year. 
B) aU accounts, the log•sucs of 
organizing the new section- invit-
ing outs1de speakers, coordinating 
facult), and planmng special events 
-places an ex tm demand on profes-
sors that can be draining without new 
volunteers from year to year. 
The program IS expected to peter 
out, at least for next year, sa1d Asso-
Ciate Dean Ed'v ard Cooper. 
"Can we lind enough people to 
do it?," he asked. "At the moment, it 
doesn't look prom•sing." 
The nc"' sccuon started ncarl) 
10 year~ ago, Cooper sa1d, when a 
few faculty members decided to 
experiment with the way law is pre-
sented to flfst-ycar students. 
W1th the approval of the rest of 
the faculty, Cooper said, the profes-
sors created a course m pubhc law,so 
students could work w1th statutes and 
administrative law rather than focus-
mg on case law that dominates the 
traditional flfSt-ycar curriculum. 
They also added four week-long 
series of seminars and events revolv-
mg around single is ues, called 
"bndge weeks." 
This ycar'snew section hasspcm 
a week analyzing JUdges and their 
work, for example, and will exam me 
medical malpractice later this semes-
ter. 
Among the events dunng the 
lirst bndgc week was a vis1t b) a 
See NEW IX T/0.\'. page 3 
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By Richard Golden 
RG Opinion Writer 
At the end of my column two weeks ago on euthanasia, I 
asked members of the law school community to submit wriuen 
responses arguing for prohibition (or at least strict regulation) of 
the controversial practice. 
I particularly sought the opinion of our esteemed Professor 
Yale Kamisar, who has of1en written and spoken on the topic. 
True to form, Professor Kamisar stuffed the Res Gestae pendaf-
lex with a miniature treatise on the subject 
The remarks I have adapted originated from an Alumni 
Weekend forum in which he delivered an address entitled 
"Death and Dying: AssisiCd Suicide and Active Euthanasia 
Move to Center Stage." 
I have attempted to present this discussion with neither 
substantive changes nor editorial comment. {The Iauer of which 
it was difficult to refrain from doing.) 
Professor Kamisar explicitly says he was "pleased when 
Washington's slate Initiative I I 9 went down to defeat" last 
year. This is a provision {which I mistakenly auributed to 
Oregon in my last column) that would aJiow citizens to choose 
active euthanasia. He also hopes thata similarprovision coming 
up for a vote in CaJifomia this November also fails. 
Kamisar claims an allegiance with various bio-cthicists 
who will be leading the crusade against active euthanasia in the 
coming years. 
The Professor likens a doctor who "lets" a patient die to a 
parent who lets a child drown because in each case the panics 
have a spcciaJ relationship creating a duty to "help." 
Essentially, if the sanction of criminal homicide is imposed 
on the husband who fails to aid his imperiled wife, the ship 
captain who fails to pick up a seaman fallen overboard, and the 
employer who fails to help an endangered employee, then a 
doctorwhowithholds life-support from a patient should face the 
same consequences, Kamisar wrote. 
ln supportofhisgeneral argument, Kamisarcites Professor 
LGBLSA Protest Was a Good Idea 
But Group Had a Bad Battle Plan 
By Derek Lipscombe 
RG Editor In Chief 
Everyone has a right to voice their opinion in an effort to try to change the status 
quo. The problem in our society, however, is that people can go tOO far with their 
protests. 
The Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Law Students Alliance or at least one of its 
members went too far with the recent protest against the on-campus interview by 
a representative of the Navy Judge Advocate GeneraJ office. 
Posters denouncing the Department of Defense policy which does not allow 
homosexuals in the military, a bake-sale and the wearing of "Silence:Dcath" 
stickers were commendable. 
But one member, Alejandro Navarro, crossed the line by actually interviewing 
with the JAG representative. 
True, only about six people other than Navarro signed up to interview. But the 
frrst person to talk with the recruiter was Navarro. 
Obviously, Navarro does not want a job with the Navy. But should he be 
allowed to possibly disrupt !.he opportunity for others who may have really wanted 
to work wilh lhe JAG program? 
Navarro may believe that he is no less entitled to the interview time than any 
olher student here, but that is the wrong attitude, especially in these times where 
jobs are hard to come by. No one knows for sure whether his interview may have 
spoiled potential opportunities for olher students by predisposing the recruiter to 
have a negative impression of all Michigan law students. 
While I do not favor the military's anti-gay policy, one little representative 
interviewing at Michigan is not going to change lhe system, although he too 
should be reminded !hat his argument that he was just following military orders 
was OOl a successful defense by the Nazis a1 Nuremberg. 
See LIPSCOMB E. page 3 
~ ~ 
Susan Wolf, who claims that the presence of euthanasia would 
"effectively short-circuit" steps that might otherwise be taken to 
address lhe patient's need for pain relief and support . " She also 
assertS !.hat there is ample cause to fear that providing an exit 
marked "euthanasia" would make all families, clinicians and 
researchers less prone to linger in the room of the dying. 
Kamisar quotes one "bio-cthicist" who feel that if euthana-
sia is legalized "it is not implausible to suppose that as popula-
tion increases occur the aged will be even more neglecmbleand 
neglected than they now arc." 
Kamisar hypothcsiLes that the legalization of euthanasia 
will affect decisions made by doctors, patients, and fami lies 
when someone becomes seriously ill. If it is prohibited, then 
euthanas1a 1s an altcmau ve that people may not even consider. 
But with legalization, the alternative becomes not only think-
able but speakable. In his vein, he worries that we would 
implicitly place internal pressures on lhe elderly whose afflic-
tions may 1m pose serious financial and emotional burdens on 
their families. 
To offer the option of dymg may be to give people new 
reasons for dying, according to a philosopher by the name of 
David Velleman,citcd by Kamisar. If the choice is removed, the 
reasons that make the choice rational arc eliminated as are the 
social costs of choosing not to. 
Of course, Velleman also worries that some families will 
actively pressure a relative to end his/her life. For these reasons, 
Velleman claims that "some patients may be harmed by being 
given the right to receive euthanasia." 
In conclusion, Professor Kam isar believes that down the 
road, legaliLed euthanasia may spiral down the slippery slope 
and be allowed for the non-tenninally ill and possibly even 
coerced upon the incompetent who have expressed no desire for 
such a measure. 
Another response to the column came from Gregory Teufel, 
2L. His remarks, in essence, were put into a series of questions 
See GOLDEN,page4 
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HLSA Announces 8th Annual J;;no,~ ... , .  , .. ,_,..,, 
Tienda Scholarship Banquet 
By Brian A. Statz 
RG News Writer 
The Hispanic Law Students Asso-
ciation is inviting all students to the 
Eighlh Annual Juan Tienda Scholar-
ihip Banquet to be held Saturday. 
~ov. 7. 
The banquet is intended to raise 
money for a scholarship in the 
memory of Juan Tienda, a former 
~tichigan law studenL 
In addition, he was actively involved 
in organizing nationwide recruitment 
trips designed to attract Hispanic law 
students to Michigan Law School. 
On August l9, 1976,just before he 
would have begun his third year of 
law school, Tienda was killed in an 
au10mobile accident near Austin, 
Texas. He was 24 years old. 
Immediately after his burial, funds 
were donated in order to form a schol-
arship in Tienda 's name. Original 
donors included the Black Law Stu-
dentS Alliance, professors, students 
and Tienda's sister, Marta Tienda 
Lanz. 
Gradually the S2,500 needed to 
form a scholarship was raised, largely 
through the efforts of the La Raza 
Law Students. 
This year's scholarship banquet 
will be held at 6:30 p.m. at the Ann 
Arbor Hilton. 
Speaking at the banquet will be 
Ruben Rumbaut, Professor of Soci-
ology at San Diego State University. 
According to Ana Rodriquez, the 
Banquet Coordinator, the speech will 
beentitled"Hungerfor History, Thirst 
for Justice" and will discuss the role 
of Hispanics in law and society. 
Rodriguez said !hat due to the need 
for additional funding for the schol-
arship, donations are encouraged. 
HLSA is asking that students con-
tribute S20. 
The Hispanic Alumni Scholarship 
Fund provides financial assistance to 
Hispanic law students who demon-
strate a dedication to helping other 
Hispanics, both within and outside of 
lhe University of Michigan. 
NEW SECT/ON, continuedfrompage 1 
Tienda, who entered the law school 
m 1974, was weU known for his work 
wi th both prisoners and migrant farm 
v.orkers. 
 During his second year of law 
school he organized the Milan Prison 
 Project, regularly visiting inmates at 
 lhe Milan Federal Correctional Insti-
tution. In the summers following his 
first and second years of law school, 
Tienda established and maintained a 
field offi ce for the Michigan Migrant 
Legal Assistant Office Project in Hart, 
Michigan, providing legal and social 
services to agricultural workers. 
Tienda was also elected president 
of La Raza Law Students Associa-
tion at Michigan, now known as the 
Hispanic Law Students Association. 
LIPSCOMBE, 
If the LGBLSA members and 
Navarro really want to change the 
military policy, then push Washing-
lOll, instead of some small cog in the 
mili tary machine. Maybe the policy 
will be changed by BiU Clinton if 
elected. 
And even if the biased policy con-
tinues, LGBLSA and others against 
the policy can try to stop the Navy 
JAG and any other military groups 
from interviewing at Michigan by 
pushing Law School and University 
officials, particularly the University 
Board of Regents, into eliminating 
the public agency exemption to the 
non-discrimination policy. 
Until then, Law School officials 
should also do a beucr job to prevent 
these situations from occurring in the 
future. 
On page 4 of a handout given to 
students by the Placement Office on 
Interviewing Procedures, students arc 
discouraged from "play(ing) the 
field," by interviewing anywhere and 
everywhere, even if they know they 
do not want to work in certain areas. 
Instead the handout advises students 
"to concentrate on the geographical 
area and the sort of work which inter-
California judge known for uncon-
ventional sentences. A panel dis-
cussed the SupremeCourt 'sabonion 
decision in Planned Parenthood of 
Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Casey. 
And a Flint federa l judge moved his 
courtrOOm 10 the law school for argo-
men ts on a motion for sum mary judg-
ment in an affirmative action lawsuit. 
"It was fascinating to sec how it 
really works, instead of just on pa-
per," said Audrey Richardson, a new 
section student. Students read the 
briefs in the affirmative action case, 
and had a chance to question the 
continued from page 2 
ests you." (emphasis added). Not only 
is interviewing with firms that really 
do not interest you a "waste of time" 
for the student, but also "harmful to 
other students with a genuine interest 
in a given area," the handout says, 
adding: "The placement office will 
not only discourage this maneuver, 
but reserves the right to terminate the 
interview privilege ... " for the stu-
dent. 
The Placement Office already scans 
resumes to ensure that students from 
a certain geographical area have frrst 
priority over other students applying 
for jobs. 
How difficult would it be for them 
to look over the few resumes which 
are submitted by students who say 
they want tO interview with the Navy 
JAG or any other military group 
· coming on campus? If the JAG inter-
viewer could tell that Navarro wasn' t 
truly interested in seeking employ-
ment, so could the workers in Room 
200. 
Not only that, but maybe the place-
ment office should put some teeth 
into its own policy of terminating a 
student's interviewing privileges for 
abuse of the Placement OffiCe. 
participants after the hearing, she said. 
"It gives a more practical per-
spectiveon where this stuiTthat we're 
studying actually leads to," 
Richardson said. 
"So far, it's been a good thing," 
said another new section student, Eric 
J. Gonnan. He said he particularly 
appreciated the bridge-week break 
from the typical routine, and the inte-
grated approach 10 subjects that would 
ordinarily be taught separately. 
"The notion is to try 10 break out 
of the pigeon holes of the curricu-
lum," said Cooper. "When somebody 
comes into yourlaw oflicc, you don' t 
say, 'Ah, this is a propeny problem 
and 1 don' 1 have to worry about con-
tractS.' " 
All this enthusiasm for the pr<r 
gram raises a question: if the new 
section is such a good idea, why is it 
fad ing away? 
First, said Cooper, the new sec-
Lion was never mandated by the law 
school, but was created by a small 
segment of the faculty who were 
enthusiastic enough to spend the extra 
time. 
As those facul ty members take 
on other obligations or go on leave, 
there simply may not be enough 
professors 10 handle the load. 
The new section was canceled 
last year, he said, while this year, 
"they just barely stitched it together." 
In addition, Cooper said, the 
original proponents hoped the new 
section approach would prove itself 
and catch on among a wider group of 
faculty members who might institute 
similar programs for the rest of the 
frrst-year class. 
"The belief, the emhusiasm, has 
not proved infective," Cooper said. 
"One of the questions that goes with 
this is, maybe it's better, but not 
enough beuer." 
Even this year's new section is a 
compromise, said Prof. Christina 
Whitman. The original idea was that 
new section faculty in fall and winter 
tenns would work as a team during 
the bridge weeks in both tenns. But 
this year, the logistics proved too 
much and faculty in each tenn are 
working separately. 
Maybe it 's time to try something 
different, Whitman said, such as 
bringing the bridge weeks to the 
regular f rrst-yearcurriculum or trying 
someotherinnovativeapproach. The 
new section, she said, "was always 
conceived as an experiment,where 
we would try new methods of teach-
ing." 
NAVY PROTEST, continuedfrompagel 
less entitled to the interview Lime 
than any other student in the Law 
School. 
"Just because I choose to reveal 
my orientation ... in their eyes, it 
makes a diiTerenceofhow I'll do my 
job," he said. "Gays and lesbians can 
excel but often aren't given the 
chance. It ' s a great waste of re-
sources." 
Janice Simms, a spokesperson 
for the Office of the Assistant Secre-
tary of Defense for Public Affairs, 
said the inclusion of homosexuals in 
the military would adversely affect 
morale, mutual trust and the public 
acceptability of military service as 
well as the possibilities for breaches 
of security. Presently, the Depart-
ment of Defense has no plans 10 
change its policy on homosexuals, 
she said. 
While some state laws and city 
ordinances, including those in Ann 
provide for equal protection under 
the laws for homoSexuals based on 
the "strict scrutiny" standard. was inconsistent with the University 
Navarro said he is not looking policy, and the decision was made to 
for"special rights" and that much of exempt public agencies. 
the prejudice against homosexuals 
stems from ignorance. 
" It takes more effon to hate 
homosexuality than it does to accept 
or understand it," he said. "As 
society's attitudes change, I become 
more optimistic that the policy will 
change. 
"If (Democratic Presidential 
candidate) Clinton lives up to his 
promise to lift the ban on homosexu-
als in the military, we will have come 
a lot further that I would have imag-
ined three years ago." 
In the fall of 1988, the Law 
School faculty voted to include sex-
ual orientation in the non-discrim i-
nation policy. When the proposal 
passed, public agencies were not 
exempt. 
After a few months, however, 
University Regents decided the Law 
School's1non-<liserim ination position 
"We have no choice but to fol-
low the University policies," said 
Placement Director Nancy Krieger. 
"We can' t do a thing." 
Although some are disturbed by 
the current University policy, others 
consider it appropriate. 
"It' s not the [Law School] 
administration 's responsibility to 
exclude the JAG from interviewing 
on campus when the Supreme Court 
has condoned the policy," said Todd 
Wade, lL. 
Currently, there are no immedi-
ate prospects to reverse the 
University's decision, but Dean Lee 
Boll inger said the Law School wants 
to balance and accommodate the in-
terests of all students. 
"I would like 10 have plans to 
change the policy," he said, "but it is 
not entirely possible for me to do 
that" 
The Re- GC161ae - October 26, 1992 - pege 4 
Law Library Defends 
Disposal of Books 
By Brian A. Statz 
RG News Writer 
When most people think about the things 
librarians do, usually throwing books in the 
trash is not one of them. 
But as 2L Dan Cohen witnessed a short rime 
ago, it is currently common practice for the 
Law Library to do just that. 
Immediately one questions why these books 
could not be put to a more productive use. Some 
law firms are in the practice of donating books 
no longer needed (including digests that have 
been updated and superseded) to institutions 
which could still make use of them, including 
prisons. 
Margaret Leary of the Law School Library 
admits that thousands of items arc thrown away 
every year, from pocket parts to entire volumes 
of books replaced by newer editions. 
Leary said the library does not give away its 
old books because its staff cannot afford to 
spend the great amount of time needed to 
process the books, fill out the necessary paper· 
work, and pack up the books for shipping. 
Leary said she used to try to give the books 
away, but she felt the rime spent in this pursuit 
was time that should be used instead to benefit 
the Michigan Law students, for whom the li-
brary exists. 
Recycling the books is also not currently an 
option, because the glue and the bindings on the 
book impede the recycling process. 
However, Leary said, the library does re-
cycle a great amount of paper each year. Recy-
cling bins are present in the copy rooms, as well 
as the office of each staff member.In addition, 
all public copy machines use recycled paper. 
The library also recycles newspapers and toner 
cartridges. 
Leary said with pride that the llbrary was the 
first organization to have a recycling process at 
the University of Michigan. She added that she 
periodically inquires into current recycling 
technology, and will make full use of that 
technology when it encompasses items cur-
rently beings thrown away. 
Leary said that the library would welcome 
efforts by volunteers to process books that 
could be given away. 
YMPOSJUM, continued/rom page 1 
and "Ps)chologrcal Profile of a Pimp." 
A round of breakaway panels, which wi II be 
held in Hutchins cl~oorns from 3:30 to 5 
p.m. Frida), wrll give symposium participants 
the chance to focus on narrower issues in small-
group setungs. 
There will be a dinner break from 5 to 7:30 
p.m. to allo"' particrpants to digest the 
afternoon's material~ before returning for 
Kathleen BMC) 's keynote address, "The Pros-
lltuuon of Sexuahty: A Violation of Human 
Rights." 
Saturday's schedule Starts with Professor 
MacKinnon speaking on "Prostitution and Civil 
Rights" from 9:30-10:30 a.m., a subject that 
has been an important focus of her recent schol-
arship. 
Michigan Law Professor Sallyanne Payton 
will moderate a panel on political solutions 
from 10:30 to 12:30 a.m. Topics to be ad-
dressed include arguments for and against 
legalizing prosti tution, as well as state, national 
and international solutions to the problem. 
After a lunch break, participants will have 
the opportunity to auend a second round of 
breakaway panels, from 1:15 to 2:45, and 
Andrea Dworkin 's closing address on "Prosti-
tution and Male Supremacy." 
Several other local events are occurring in 
conjunction with the symposium, including an 
art exhibit in Michigan Union's first-floor art 
lounge which started last week and continues 
through Sunday. The exhibit features a video 
and photographic exhi bit entitled, 
"Porn'im'age'ry: Picturing Prostitutes," b) Ann 
Arbor-based artist Carol Jacobsen, and a photo-
text essay, "Angelina/Foxy," by New York 
City-artist Paula Allen. The exhrbit's opcnrng 
night included "A Discussion with the Artist" 
and reception with Jacobsen. 
In addition, videotapes on prostitution will 
be shown Fnday and Saturday in room 1209 rn 
the Union. 
The Michigan Theater will show Pretty 
Woman Wednesday at 9:30 and Whore Thurs-
day. An informal panel discussion will be held 
at Gratz_i Cafe following Whore. Faculty from 
the University's Department of Communica-
tions and its Program in Film and Video studies 
will lead a conversation about the two fi 1m sand 
about prostiwtion in film and in society. 
Now 65 members strong, theMiclriganJour-
nal of Gender and lAw is non-hierarchical in 
structure, wi th more flexible time commit-
ments than other journals offer. 
As Cynthia Smith, a founding member and 
senior editor, explained, this structure "facili-
tates participation by non-traditional students, 
such as married students, students living off-
campus, and first-years" by allowing members 
to sign up for journal committees and take on 
projects as Lime permits. The Journal's male 
membership, which started with founding 
member and senior editor Bryan Wells, has 
increased to six, and Journal members encour-
age interested men and women to become 
involved. 
11P Seeks Volunteers 
for Prisoner Hearings 
The Immigration Law Project (ILP) 
needs students to represent Marie! Cuban 
prisoners at their hearings, which will take 
place between November 2 and 13. Each 
representation will a 6-8 hour time com-
mitment. 
o experience is necessary, and the 
ILP will provide training. There will be a 
meeting for all interested students Tues-
day, Oct. 27 at 7 p.m. in Room 11 6. 
Fluency in the Spanish language is desir-
able, but not necessary. 
Placement Office? Onrm rnom? No, just nne of the exhibits at the Michigan Journal of 
Ceru:ler and Law's "porn imagery" display at the Union. 
GOLD EN, continued from page 2 
as follows: 
• Assuming euthanasia is allowed, by the 
same token can we then permit healthy citizens 
to commit suicide? 
• What is a functional recovery and when 
is there no chance for one? 
• When can I, or anyone else, define the 
quality of life for another individual, healthy or 
not? 
• If citizens have the right to kill them-
selves, how docs that translate into a right to 
assist a suicide, to terminate life support or to 
shoot someone in the head at their request? 
(I tJ1ankProfessorKamisarand Mr. Teufel 
for their responses and the general readership is 
encouraged to write in at any time.) 
Generally speaking, this issue has re-
ceived no national attention in thcomnipresent 
presidential campaign. Then again, when you 
think about it, the abortion issue has not played 
the vital role many observers thought (or more 
accurately, hoped) it would after the Casey 
Supreme Court decision in July. 
Apparently, the downturn in the economy 
has superseded all the hot-buuon social issues 
that serve as value-laden symbols in a political 
campaign. By no means, however, will these 
issues go away. The so-called right-to-die will 
become an even more pertinent concern as the 
bulk of the population, the "Baby-Boomers," 
approach old age in the next 10 to 15 years. 
Only time will tell how the national lead-
ership chooses to address the issue. 
----------------------------------------------------------------Th~e~R~~c~~~~~·e~-~O~c~to~~r~2~6~, ~199~2~-2P:•~~~5 
Don't look. now, but IT' ... 
Winter Grade-o-Rama!!! 
Course Professor % A+ % A o/o B+ o/o B o/o C+ o/o C o/oD %0+ o/oE G.P.A. 
Adv.Legal Research Leary 0.0 16.0 36.0 20.0 16.0 8.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 3.06 
Comm. Trans. Katz 3.0 21.2 24.2 27.3 15.2 6.1 30.0 0.0 0.0 3.196 
Eng. Legal History Simpson 3.3 16.7 33.3 23.3 23.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.26 
Federal Antitrust Friedman 0.5 15.0 35.0 25.0 15.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.275 
Fed. Envlr. Law Van Pulten 3.7 11.1 40.7 33.3 7.4 3.7 0 .0 0.0 0.0 3.29 
Insurance Law Syverud 3.1 20.3 31.3 21.9 20.3 3.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.27 
Securities Re~. Selll!man 0.0 13.3 41.0 33.7 10.8 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.27 
Trusts & Estates I Waggoner 7.0 14.0 15.8 40.4 21.1 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.2 
Same class, different Prof Professor (This year) 
Administrative Law Vinlni (Payton) 7.7 15.4 30.8 17.9 17.9 7.7 0 .0 2.6 0.0 3.21 
Crim. App. Practice Bell (Ginsberg) 0.0 75.0 25.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.88 
Crim. Pro. Survey Israel (LiviO:~ston) 3.3 15.4 34.1 25.3 16.5 5.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.24 
Enterprise Organ. Seligman (Fox) 0.7 12.5 38.2 37.5 9.7 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.26 
Estate & Gift Tax Kahn (Wa~oner) 0.0 0.01 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.5 
Evidence Friedman (Gross) 3.7 20.0 23.7 29.6 17.8 5.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.23 
14th Amendment Whitman (Sandalow) 2.3 31.8' 22.7 22.7 13.6 6.8 0.01 0.0 0.0 3.33 
Ind. Employee Rels. Willbom (St.Antolne) 4.3 21.3 25.5 23.4 23.4 2.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.27 
Jurisdiction Kramer (Sedler.Reiman) 1.3 18.21 22.1 31.21 13.0 10.4 2.6 1.3 0.0 3.08 
Labor Law Wlllborn (St. Antoine) 0.0 11.8 17.6 47.1 23.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.09 
Tax I White. P. (Lehman) 0.0 17.2 37.5 20.3 14.1 9.4 0.0 1.6 0.0 3.17 
I 
Same Prof, different class Professor 1 
Polit. Trials/Lib & Cntics Herzog 3.8 12.51 10.0 32.5 22.5 16.3 1.3 1.3 0.0 2.917 
Party On, Your Honor! 
For swdents who hm·en' 1 made their mind 
up as to whethn th fv want to 110 ofter a iudu wl. 
cfcrk.1hip, the RC prt .11'111.1 ont' rea.1on wh_1 you 
don' t have to have a .J ·point and great recom-
mendations, nor dl1 you hal't' 10 be the next 
Cardozo. As evidenced h_1tht' opmton be/0 11, 
eren Wayne and Garth ~ ae worthy of 11tch an 
hoMr. (This IS a rc<tl case. Check Westlaw.) 
Noble v. Bradford \Iarine, Inc. 
789 F. Supp. 395 (S.D. Fla. 1992) 
ORDER OF RD1AND 
PAINE, Di Lrict Judge: This mallercomes 
before the coun sua spome. After an exuemc 
closeup review of the record and excellent 
authorities, the coun enters the following or-
der. 
1/ur/ing Chunks. 
On October I I, 1988, while berthed at the 
faci lities of BRADFORD MARINE, INC. 
("BRADFORD"), a fire spewed from the MN 
Prime Time, a boat owned by PRIME TIME 
CHARTERS, INC. ("PRIME TIME"). The 
blaze hurled chunks of naming debris to other 
vessels, desuoying those owned by L YN C. 
NOBLE ("NOBLE") and ROBERT C. IVfUIR 
("MUIR"). Thereafter, NOBLE and MUIR 
commenced ... separate actions in the C1rcuit 
Coun for the Seventeenth Judicial Circuit, in 
and for Broward County. Florida. 
After NOBLE amended her Complaint so 
as 10 add PRIME TIME as a new party, that 
Defendant, removed the proceeding 10 federal 
coun, claiming original jurisdiction .... PRIME 
TIME a~sened that removal was timely be-
cause it came withm thmy days of service of 
the Amended Complaint. Similarly, the MUIR 
action was also removed afler that Plaintiff 
amended his Complaint so as to add PRI!vtE 
TIME as a Defendant. The OBLE suit was 
randomly assigned 10 the undersigned, the 
MUIR suit to another judge in this district. 
Upon BRADFORD's objection, thiscoun 
remanded the NOBLE action to the state coun 
for the failure of all Defendants to join in the 
removal. [I]n accordance with Rule6{C) ... , the 
IVfUIR uit was transferred to the undersigned. 
Thereafter, PRIME THvtE filed a Supplemen-
tal I oticcofRemoval bearing both the NOBLE 
and MUIR captions, attempting to effect a 
phocnix-likeascent tofederalcoun through the 
MUIR proceeding. 
Like a Winged Monkey Flying Our of the 
Ashes ... 
A district coun may, and always should 
determine sua sponte whether its subject mauer 
jurisdiction has been properly invoked. In 
addition, removal staLULes should be strictly 
conSirued, and "[i]f a1 anytime before final 
judgment it appears that the district coun lacks 
subject mauer jurisdiction, the case shall be 
remanded." 
The otice of Removal of a civil action 
must be filed "within thirty days after the 
receipt by the defendant. ... " If the case, as 
staled by the initial pleading is not removable, 
removal may be effected within thiny days 
after receipt or otherwise, of a copy of an 
amended pleading from which il may be ascer-
tained that the case is removable. As ti me 
]imitations in removal statutes are mandatory 
and suictly construed ... , the failure to comply 
... is a defect causing "improvident" removal. 
NOT! 
The addition of a new Defendant in an 
Amended Complaint, however, docs not Strul 
the time for removal anew when the original 
Complaint itself was removable. Unless the 
amendmem sets forth a new basis of federal 
jurisdiction, subsequent events do not make a 
removable case "more removable" or "again 
removable." Thus, the failure of initial Defen-
dant to remove during the original thirty day 
time period is deemed a waiver of the right of 
removal.... 
A Schwing and a Miss 
Because of the coun 's admiralty JUrisdic-
tion, MUIR's onginal Complaint; like his 
Amended Complaint, provided BRADFORD 
with a ba~is for removal. BRADFORD's fail-
ure or waiver of the removal right. therefore, is 
binding on PRIME TJME, the subsequently 
added Defendant, since the Plainuffs amend-
ment did not change the nature of the "action as 
toconsilute 'substantially a new suil begun that 
day.'" 
As a result, PRIME TIME's removal, 
almost len months after MUIR commenced 
suit. is untimely and is a defect deemed "way" 
improvident .... In shon, PRIME TIME's most 
bogus auempt at removal is "not worthy" and 
the Defendants must "party on" in state coun. 
In view of all the foregoing, it is hereby 
ORDERED and ADJUDGED that the above 
styled action is REMANDED to the Seven-
teenth Judicial Circuit in and for Broward 




will give the fourth (and last) Writing & Advocacy lecture this Friday in Room 100. The same 
lecture will be given twice, at 8: 15 a.m., and 3:30 p.m. Professor Morris will speak on writing 
and researching your open memo assignment First-year students should bring questions, even 
if they think the questions relate 10 individual problems with memo writing or research. At past 
lectures, students have asked very good questions after the class is dismissed. Though personal, 
these questions had a universal component, so other students would have benefited from hearing 
the answers. Also, good questions spark dialogue, and you learn more and remember beuer if you 
arc personally involved (even if silently) in the discussion. 
WINTER COMMENCEMENT: If you are a December, 1992 graduating student and 
interested in carrying the Law School flag in the central campus winter commencement exercises 
(and be seated on the platform with flagbearers from other schools and colleges) on Sunday, 
December 13, see Sherry Kozlouski (301 HH) by Friday, October 30. 
WARNING!! DECEMBER SEN10RS: The deadline (without penalty cost) to order your 
cap and gown is October 30. If you have not sent your 
order form and check in, you need to do so immediately. If you cannot locate your order form, 
see Sherry Kozlouski (301 HH) right away. 
INTERNATIONAL EXTERNAL STUDIES: Students wishing 10 pursue 
International External Studies during the 1993 winter term must submit their written 
proposals by Thursday, November 12,1992. Proposals should be addressed to the International 
Legal Studies Committee and submitted to Assistant Dean Virginia Gordan (303 HH). Copies 
of the Guidelines for International External Studies may be obtained from the rack outside Room 
310 HH. . 
INDIVIDUAL EXTERNAL STUDIES PROGRAM: Interested students may establish 
extcmship programs for one semester of credit Copies of the extemship guidelines can be found 
in the rack outside Room 310 HH. Students need to submit externship proposals for the 1993 
winter term 10 Virginia Gordan by November 12, 1992 for review by the Curriculum Committee. 
Students need to apply directly to and get accepted by the extemship agencies in which they are 
interested. If you have questions about extemships, please see Virginia Gordan (303 HH) during 
her office hours. 
"ASSURING EQUITY FOR ALL CHILDREN: THE STUDENT ADVOCACY CEN-
TER". Student Advocacy Center Director and Board member will discuss the work of the Center, 
and opportunities for students 10 assist in their work. Wednesday, October 28, 7:30 p.m. in Room 
116. 
LAW SCHOOL STIJDENT SENATE ANNOUNCEMENTS:LSSS is looking for students 
interested in producing the Law School Student Directory for 1993-94. Interested srudents should 
pendaflex LSSS on the third floor of Hutchins Hall. 
The Law School Student Senate will meet this Wednesday at 
7:30 p.m. in 951 Legal Research. All are welcome to attend. 
Attention Students!! LSSS Monthly Coffee Break series 
continues. The next Coffee Break will be Monday, November 2, 9:00 
a.m. - 12:00 p.m. in front of Room 100. Stop by for free coffee, 
tea, juice and cookies. 
LSSS Social Committee is having a Halloween Party at the 
Phid House next weekend. 
LSSS Speakers CommillCC: Planning meeting on Wednesday, 
November 4, 7:00 p.m. in 132 HH. Interested students who are unable to att.cnd should 
pendaflex or calJ Sung Robbins (764-9086). 
LSSS Sports Committee announces the following upcoming 
events: Billiards on November 5; sign-ups are October 26-28 and 
November 2-4. Bowling on November 12; sign-ups on November 2-4 and 9-11. Racquet-
ball (self-scheduled); sign-ups on October 26-28 and November 2-4. Sign-up in front of Room 
100. 
PROSTITUTION: FROM ACADEMJA TO ACTIVISM: October 30-31, The University 
of Michigan Law School, Honigman Auditorium (Room 100). Symposium including keynote 
speaker- October30© 1:00-9:30p.m. Symposium including panel discussion October 31, 9:30 
a.m. -4:30p.m. 
The Prostitution of Sexuality: A Violation of Human Rights by 
Kathleen Barry, Professor of Sociology, Pennsylvania State. Friday, 
October 30, 7:30 p.m. 
Prostitution and Civil Rights by Catharine MacKinnon, Professor of 
Law, University of Michigan Law School. Saturday, October 31, 9:30 
a.m. 
Prostitution and Male Supremacy by Andrea Dworkin, Writer, New York, NY. 
LAW STUDENT OVERSEAS TRAVEL FELLOWSHIPS/APPLICATIONS FOR 1993-
94: The Clara Belfield & Henry Bates Law Student Travel Fellowships are intended to assist 
students who have fini shed atlcast2 years of law school or recent law graduates to travel abroad 
for study or work experience. Examples of previous fellowship awards have included work with 
environmental agencies in Kenya and Sri Lanka; internships with human rights organizations, 
international agencies and women's rights groups around the world; and research studies on a 
wide variety of topics such as drug law enforcement in Australia, minority entrepreneurship in 
the United Kingdom, and employment discrimination in the European communities. Interested 
students need to apply for a fellowship no later than November 13, 1992. Applications should 
besubmiued to Dean Gordan (303 HH)and should includcastatementdescribing the applicant's 
proposed program abroad, a resume and a le tter of recommendation from a University of 
Michigan Law School faculty member. Flyers with more details about the Bates Travel 
Fellowship, including descriptions of previous awards, can be found in the magazine rack outside 
of Room 310 
HH. See Dean Gordan (303 HH) or Roberta Nerison-Low (307 HH) if you have any 
questions. 
BOOK TRADER: Thursdays, 3:00-6:00 p.m., Room 700B in the stacks 
(take the elevator to the 7th noor and follow the signs). Purchase 
used books and study aids or drop off used books. (Michigan Journal of International Law.) 
CASE CLUBS: Deans Eklund and Gordan will meet Case Clubs at 
Dominick's according to the following schedule. Senior judges, 
please remember to sign up. 
Monday, October 26 at 5:00p.m., James 
Tuesday, October 27 at4:30 p.m., Cooperrider 
Wednesday, October 28 at4:30 p.m., Butzel 
4:30 p.m. Bates 
Thursday, October 29 at4:30 p.m., Chandler 
4:30 p.m. , Aiglcr 
Wednesday, November 4 at 5:00 p.m., Grant 
5:00 p.m., Knappen 
UPCOMING ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS. The Administrative 
Committee will meet in Room 303 Hutchins Hall at the following times during the fall term: 
Tuesday, November 10 at3:45 p.m. 
Tuesday, December 8 at 3:45 p.m. 
Requests for waivers to the Academic Regulations are decided by the 
Administrative Committee. Any student making such a request should submit a written 
petition to Dean Gordan 's Office (303 Hutchins HaJJ) at least four days prior to the date of the 
Administrative Commiuee meeting. The petition must identify in writing the academic 
rcgulation(s) for which the student is requesting a waiver, the specific nature of the request and 
describe fully the reasons for the request. 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION CALENDAR FOR WINTER '93: Please note the following 
events and deadlines. 
October 30: ARST-YEAR ELECfiVE MEETING,IO:OO a.m., Sections E, F, G, and H. 
Room 100 
November 2: Early Registration Materials for Winter 1993 arc 
available in Room 300 HH; results of Seminar and Practical CourseS ign-up will be posted. 
November 6 DEADLINE: Early Registration for Winter 1993 Room 300 HH. 
November 18: Early Registration Results distributed to pendaflexes. 
November 19-20: Students who were rcdlined and did not have an alternative choice can add 
in Room 300 HH. 
November 25: Revised Election Sheets to pcndaflexes for students 
whose schedules change due to red lining. 
0n Voting In Costume . •• 
By David Barr inger 
RG Features Writer 
Shocking the U-M crowd gathered at Rack-
 ham on Monday night, Bill Clinton announced 
!hat in the spiritofHallowecn,he is going to the 
election as John F. Kennedy. 
 
The crowd gasped. Then cheered. I scowled 
:111d stomped my cold feet. Darn it, I thought. 
Tr.at' s what I was going to be. 
I had, in fact, already been getting into role. 
I came to this shindig as John Citizen, active 
maggot in the voting populace. I did not come 
10 ~hoop it up I ike an audience member in a 
game show. Spin the wheel, Billy boy! Big 
110ney, big money! . o, I wanted what every 
econd-string political player there said I 
.'llllted. To see that my two cents was buying 
nity and change. To be a pan of history. To tell 
my grandkids,/ was there. 
Well, the " there" that I was at was The All 
e~ Bill Clinton Post-Debate Is-it-Me-or-JFK? 
eggae Ska Revue. Lights, crowd, opening 
ands, mayhem, roadies, FBI guys, head-bang-
mg. a communal-spiritual-vision thing, and 
occasional mooings of assent from the peanut 
gallery. Rumor had it that if Bill had been a few 
more minutes late, we would have been graced 
with Vegas showgirls, liberal democrats all. In 
feathers and beads, they were shivering in the 
Rackham lobby, pacing back and forth, high-
kicking upon the requests of various senators 
and local represematives. I swore I saw head-
dress feathers pecking above the heads of the 
current speakers now and then. Or maybe it was 
Blanchard doing donkey ears. 
We all should have known. It even felt like a 
classic-rock concert. T-shirts were being sold: 
Bush mockeries and Clinton tye-dyes. Sweet 
traces of marijuana wafted kindly and gently in 
the air. And every speaker mentioned JL Re-
member Kennedy. 32 years ago. Steps of the 
Union. 2a.m. Education on his mind. And here. 
Steps of Rackham. II p.m. Education on his 
mind. And more mu ical guests. Ah, it was so 
obvious. 
He even said he was Kennedy. Point blank. 
This was, of course, after he leaned over the 
podium and in a buddy-buddy aside to us loyal 
fans, he inhaled. 
Jeepers, I thought. Even if he pierced his 
nipple right now, he couldn't be more on our 
level. What solidarity. He's the real thing. 
Clinton, Kennedy. Clinton , Kennedy. Yes, 
doctor. Yes. doctor. 
And there I was, John Citizen, cool and 
circumspect about this whole political thing, 
scarf wrapped tight, mittens with those clasps 
hooked on the sleeves. I wouldn't be fooled. I 
wouldn't be taken in. Clinton, Kennedy , Clin-
ton. Kennedy . .. " Screw Nixon!" I yelled. 
"Screw that whole VietNam thing! " 
Oops. I apologized to the nearby wholesome 
folks. "I mean, Bush, everybody. And Desert 
Storm. Sorry." 
Earlier the other speakers had basked in 
Clinton 's spotlight, but, in fairness, why not? 
They didn't exploit iL Just some rock 'n' roll 
Come on!' sand All right!' sand a plump Blan-
chard fJSting the air, giddy over the idea that his 
alternative musicians, the Democrats, finally 
have a mainstream audience. aturally, no one 
had the heart to tell him that in the Halloween 
Costume Contest, with Bush as Truman and 
Perot as Napoleon, there was hardly any com-
petition. Quayle wore a white sheet with a 
thousand eye-holes. SLOCkdale came as SLOCk· 
dale. But a win, I 'd expect we'd all agree, is a 
win. 
Hypo's Get Under My Skin 
By Daniel A. Cohen 
A court jester, warned that another bad pun 
would get him hung, replied "No noose is good 
noose." Undeterred by the jester's fate, I offer 
my own contributions to t11e cutting edge of 
legalpedagogy, pleading''. u, since when is a 
bad pun a capital crime?" (A really bad play on 
words dwells within the preceding quotation 
marks, trust me.) 
I. Constitutional Law: Smith weighed 300 
pounds when Governor Engler cut off her 
General Assistance funds. Unable to maintain 
her normal diet, Smith dropped 100 pounds of 
flesh. Under Roe, has Engler's conduct vio-
lated Smith's fundamental right to control her 
own body? · 
2. History of Criminal Law: Winthrop, the 
spiritualleaderofSalem,accusesOid Bessie of 
having made a pact with Satan. Suppose Old 
Bessie admits having made such a pacL May 
Bessie offer the defense that the pact was an 
oral agreement, hence void under the Statute of 
Frauds, LO avoid criminal liability? Suppose 
that Bessie denies the charges, and Winthrop 
PRJ N CESS E S, continued from p age 8 
even May. 
calls God as his witness. The bailiff otTers a 
bible to swear God in. Bessie objects that 
because the witness does not fear divine pun-
ishment, this oath has no significance. May 
Bessie exclude God's testimony as incompe-
tent? 
3. Evidence: Ralph is sued for slander. Be-
cause character is at issue, Judge Shirley allows 
Ralph to introduce evidence of specific acts of 
honesty in his past lives. Has Shirley abused 
her discretion? 
4. Tax: Jones, who is sixty years old, decides 
to spend a day in the Big City. While he is there, 
a con man pulls the old "wallet switch" routine 
and robs Jones blind. Moreover, as a result of 
this traumatic experience, Jones ages 5 years. 
TRESPASS 
Strange, though, that nobody up there raving 
about our newfound uni ty and power could get 
us to take a few steps back to relieve the 
accordioned front rows. They did, however, 
eventually succeed. When they stopped talking 
and turned the lights off. 
At that point I instinctively calculated the 
shortest distance bet ween where I stood and my 
house, but I was forced to take the path of least 
resistance, being buoyed in the opposite direc-
tion by the stream of voters who suddenly had 
better things to do. As I was bobbing and 
bouncing along, I had a grim vision. The voting 
booth. Who would I go as now? I had planned 
on saying, Ask not what treats your neighbors 
can give to you. Ask what cricks you can play on 
your neighbors. But that was history now. I saw 
myself emer the booth. Then, finished, I pull 
back the curtains and step into the l ight, re-
splendent in feathers and beads, in a headdress 
thesize ofanexploded ostrich, smiling a liberal 
smile and high-kicking in violently joyful 
spasms for whoever cares to watch, hopiog that 
it will get me safely home. 
Does Jones qualify for additional deductions 
under I.R.C. Section 63(c)? 
5. Property: K learns that she has an irrevers-
ible disease which current medical science 
cannot cure. K makes arrangements to be fl\r 
zen in a cryogenic state as soon as her heart 
stops beating, hoping that when a cure is dis-
covered she can be thawed out and treated. K 
then takes a drug which induces massive coro-
nary arrest, and is flash-frozen as per her in-
structions. K has devised her much-beloved 
Blackacre as follows: "To A and his heirs, but 
if I am revived Blackacre shall pass back to 
me." Does the divesting clause violate the Rule 
Against Perpetuities? 
4. Take heed: DO NOT DO THIS: In an 
nterView with a Los Angeles fum, David Dinclli 
2.5 L) was confused by a conversation about 
Wangs. He admitted first, that he had never 
eard of the computer company, and second 
hat when he was growing up, this was the term 
fchoiceforaman'sanatomy. Wewouldnever 
ecommend this as a dinner conversation with 
awyers in general. 
column every week. Well, we respond to the 
needs of our public. So weekly David you will 
have. Wait till you see what's coming up!! ! 
Again in the vein of being sensitive to our 
public, we would like to say a special hello to 
our dear friend and fan Dan LaSalle (3L) who 
expressed an urgent need to be in this column. 
Hi Dan! 
0~ Tt\£ CASE. 
Remember: Send us your questions, com-
ents,and GOSSIP. If your roommate collects 
wl figurines, or i f your best friend has an 
ffection for pictures of Professor Friedman 
aked, WE WANT TO KNOW!!!! And so 
oes the rest of the law school. After all, the 
ruth will eventually come out. 
N.B. Some readers may think that we pick 
n David Dinelli a loL Never fear. Earlier in 
he year, he begged one of us to put him in the 
By the way, bad news for all you single 
women out there. Rumor has it that Gregory 
Volan (3L) is seeing a younger woman. Our 
sources will not divulge her name, but if we 
!cam more we will keep you posted. Sorry 
about all those broken hearts. 
And, a small bone of contention: How 
come our names aren't on the masthead? Edi-
tors, you should never, ever piss off or invoke 
the wrath of any gossip columnist, especially 
the Princesses. 
Ta La for now ..... 
£djtor's Note: So it shall be done ... 
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Princesses Without a Country 
Beergoggling and Abstinence Pervade A2 
Dateline: October 21, 1992, Domink's, Ann 
Arbor, !he Heartland. 
First on lhe agenda: The Princesses re-
spond to !heir correspondence. 
We received a letter from a concerned 
underclassman who wanted tO know what facLS 
we had linking lhe Klan, lhe American Nazi 
Pany and Operation Rescue. First, we refer 
you to Spencer's editorial last edition (10/5) 
instructing younger law students on lhe need to 
obtain a sense of humor pronto. Second, if we 
said it, it's obviously true. So, let's look at lhe 
similarities between lhese groups, shall we .... 
I. Alllhrcc of these groups attempt to 
prohibit individuals from exercising their legal 
(some might say constitutional) rights, and 
based on these individuals possessing certain 
immutable characteristics (sex, race, national 
origin). 
2. All three of these groups usc !heir 
children in offensive, inappropriate ways. 
Operation Rescue sends their children to har-
ass and abuse women in abortion clinics, lhcy 
usc children to picket and blockade and to 
provide moral "ammunition" in an area where 
morality is far from clear. The Klan sends !heir 
youth to hate-camps, and need wee ven discuss 
the Hitler Youlh movement? 
3. These individuals all wear horrible 
clothes. Have you ever seen lhe Women oflhe 
Klan episode on Geraldo? Not only arc these 
women often heft) . but lhey wear all white, 
wh1ch we all know is a fashion faux-pas after 
labor day, and IS not lhc color of choice for 
larger women. The Nazis have unfortunate 
ha1rcuts and are way too fond of din brown and 
rather garish lapel pins. If we were tO picket 
abortion clinics, which clearly we wouldn't do, 
we would outfit ourselves appropriately: 
Banana Republic comes to mind, or for !hose 
more couture minded: An Arrnani pantsuit, 
.. under tated yet classic,· and sure to look nice 
on !hose II :00 news clips. But in fact, lhe 
uniform of choice for Operation Rescue people 
are polyester pleasure sui IS, which scream "bad 
taste" and "poor judgment". 
Dear Princesses, 
I've seen people wearing shins around 
that say "Friends don'tlet friends beergogglc." 
Is lhis true? What can you do, for example, if 
your inebriated friend ins isiS on flirting \\ ilh 




Often friends let friends bccrgoggle 
just for the sheer amusement value. Apart from 
that, lhe Princesses have noticed a sex differ-
ence. Men will egg each other on, shouting 
such niceties as: "Go for it dude" or "She's not 
that ugly". Women, on the other hand, will 
offer such escape routes to the afflicted friend 
like" Oh, leave her alone, she has a boyfriend/ 
fiancee." Be warned, !hough, that the inebri-
ated one may yell: " No, I don't. I used to but 
he's gone." In this case, muzzling and physical 
force are appropriate. If you have a really 
good beergoggling story,share it with us and 
the rest of the law school. 
Dear Princesses, 
I'm concerned about a friend who is 
experiencing a long dry spell. I am afraid he 
mayexplode,orworscyet,implode. I fear this 
experience is sapping his very life blood from 
him. Is it true he may actually forget how to 
have sex? As he is having a difficult time 
finding a panncr for himself, and I am no 
miracle worker, I was hoping you could find 
him a mate. 
Signed, Concerned for Sapless 
Law in the Raw 
Dear Concerned, 
We don't believe that you can forget 
how tO have sex. But, if you do,ju~t remember: 
1. It's like riding a bike, and 2. In sen tab A into 
slot B. Since one of us is a self-prodaimed 
implosion expert, we don't think this is likcl). 
but look for increased tensiOn, agitation anll 
nervous twitches. As for hxmg him up, th~ 
Princesses and most of the other women w~ 
spoke to will bedo1ng thcirhmr for the next!\\ o 
momhs. But, our <;Ources in the cntcn.amment 
industry tell us that STUDS is active!) rccruu-
ing in the ~lidWcst. 
Sports Corner 
It IS our pleasure to announce (aft~r ext~n­
sive investigative reponing) that ~hchigan UJ\\ 
ha~ a BOWLING TEAM. Jeff Ward (3L). Jim 
Silk (3L), Doug Onsi (3L}, Chad Thomas (3L) 
and Bobbie Lee (3L). These fearless individu-
als bowl weekly at Colonial Lanes, and arc 
currently 5th out of 18 tean1s in their kague. 
Congratulations boys!!! The tragedy is that 
they arc the only shirt-less team in the league. 
The question of bowling ball and c;hoc owner-
ship is still up in the air. We wouldn't want our 
team to look shabby, so we appeal to the student 
body to make contributions and shirt design 
ideas toJcffWard. Lct'soutfitourboys in style. 
Also, on the sports front, now it can be 
told: Dave Williarns(2L) played tennis against 
daytime's number one goss1p whore, Gcralclo 
Rivera (nee Jerry Rivers). The match was 
played on Cape Cod, and our Dave did us proud 
w1th a 6·0, 6-0 v1ctory. Bravo! 
For our leisure tip this week, a true Mid-
Western experience that should not be missed: 
WhirlyBall! First, you can bring hccr. :-.Iced 
we say more. Second, this is lacrosse played in 
bumper cars. :-.1ost amusing. And, don't forget 
iLS medicinal purposes. This is an excellent 
stress rehever at I or 2 a.m. during finals or 
emotional turmo1ls. Watch out for Ilana 
Rubenstein (3L) though. she has been known to 
run over exposed limbs (allegedly acciden-
tally). Thic; is something, like Sweetest Da}. 
which we believe exists only in the Heartland 
~mcc we haven't ever seen it on either Coast. 
I For the uninformed, Sweetest Day is a Hall-
mark/F-lO-created day to increase their profit 
mar!!lllS. Apparently, some corporate types 
didn't thmk that one Valentine's Day trauma 
per year was enough.) 
for \\ hirlyball fun, we recommend the 
arena acnM from the ever-popular Ypsi-Bo\\' 
on Wushtenaw. (Also, there is nightly kareoke 
atth N'\\ ling alley) 
P S WearehighlydisappoimedthatDavid 
Dinclh t2.5 L), who, having been invited on a 
Wh1rlyball excursiOn wilh the Princesses 
ptL~scd it up to go to the Doric Ball with Jill 
Dalman C!L). First, what is the Dork Ball 
(Could it he lhe Law Review Function?) and 
why weren't we invited? And second, would 
we real!} want to go? 
I nlen:ieu: Tips: 
I. ~I 1ke ~ure your shoes really do match 
your outfit. 
2. Watch the perfume and aftershave. Our 
sources tell us that one second year is so eager 
in her perfume application that she can be 
smelled 10 Antitrust from a distance of t\\ 0 
rows. Believe us, it does not help your employ-
ment prospects to send your interviewee into an 
asthmatic seizure. Our personal recommenda-
tions include: Eternity, Channel o. 5, Red 
Door. Dionssimo orTiffany. Charlie and Poison 
arc , E v 1-.R acceptable choices. 
3. We suggest using Northwest Airline:. 
for your llybacks. If you fly eight segments 
(regardless of the miles) you will get a free 
ticket any\\ here in the "Lower 48" (a Cllris 
Vesper (2.5 L) apres Alaska term). Could be 
mighty u--cf ul for escaping lhe Ann Arbor chill 
come January, February, March, April and 
See PRINCES ES.page; 
By Gard & W ard 
Come November 3rd, perhaps George won' t be as 
busy. 
secretary of state, "It's 1mposs1ble for the voters to know a lot 
about all the candidates." 
Pee-Wee's Playhouse 
From the Police Log oflhcA.rizonaDailySun (Flagstaff, 
Ariz.). Aug. I. 1991: An officer was sent to an apartment 
complex because of a "family fight in progress." A witness 
said he heard a male voice and then heard what sounded like 
a female voice reply. The officer arrived to find one middle-
aged man surrounded by p1cturcs of nudes. A neighbor told 
police he had seen no one enter or leave the apartment, but 
that he thought perhaps the occupant was staging what 
sounded like a family fight using two voices. 
' 
According to a wire-service story on the White House 
office of presidential inquiries, President Bush recently 
received a letter inviting him to the funeral of a man 
described as "hard-working" and "patriotic." The man was 
not quite dead, the letter explained, but was hooked up to a 
life-support machine whose plug could be pulled at any time 
in order to accommodate the president's busy schedule. 
Stories to keep in mind when casting your ballot: 
•Voters in Washington, D.C. selected as non-voting 
delegate to Congress a woman who admitted not filing local 
tax returns for the previous seven years. 
•In Minnesota, 33,000 residents voted for state treas-
urer, for a man in jail on primary day awaiting trial for first-
degree murder (and whose address. in the "Voter's Guide," 
was the address of lhe county jail). Said the Minnesota 
•ln November, I 991, Jim Marsh was agam elected mayor 
of New Market, Minnesota, defeating with 3 I \\rite-in votes the 
only announced candidate, who garnered 25 votes m the town 
of243. It was the founh term Marsh had won, and the thtrd time 
he had won via write-in after expressing his reluctance to accept 
the job. He S<ud he was disappointed that he won but took 
comfort in lhe fact that his victory margin seemed to be dwin-
clling. 
· In September, 1991, Willie Hercmon became Memphis's 
firs t black mayor. Overlooked was the strong showing by 
perennial cand1date Rohcn ll<xlges, 4-l - better known as 
Prince Mongo from the planet Zambodia - who has run for 
various offices over the last ten years and who reccived2,921 
votes to Hcrcnton's 122,585. 
Reach out and touch someone? 
Even though financially strapped, California omcials 
turned down the bid by an unidentified San Luis Obispo 
businessman who offcrcclto help raise money for the Depart-
ment of Corrections by installing "900" phone lines in the 
cells of the state's most famous criminals so people could 
talk to them at per-minute rates (1-900-DIAL-SIRlHAN], 1-
900-DIAL-MAN[SON]). 
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Developments May Affect Lawyers in Long-term 
By Richard Golden 
The federal government imposed a $275 
million fine against the law firm Kaye Scholer 
of New York for failing to disclose federal 
violations by a client (one of the infamous 
failed S&L's). The fiiTTl allegedly assisted the 
client in some of its creative bookkeeping prac-
tices. The big mistake the firm made was telling 
the government regulators it would be the sole 
repository of the association's files and docu-
ments. The major implication arising from this 
case concerns the lawyer's role in regulatory 
proceedings. In a normal adversarial proceed-
ing, each party must make a diligent effort to 
discover their opponents' records; while the 
opponent is obliged to provide information, the 
extent of that obligation is limited. But appar-
ently the Congress granted the Office of Thrift 
Supervision the power to essentially sit back 
and compel a regulated entity to tum over 
absolutely everything imaginable. The case, 
which sewed for much less, is the first of its 
magnitude and the consequences are yet to be 
determined. 
The main question will be thus: must 
lawyers on both sides of government regula-
tory proceedings follow the same rules as their 
colleagues in litigation, or can the government 
arbitrarily make up the rules to suit its pur-
poses? 
The evolution of this doctrine will be an 
interesting development for those students inter-
ested in corporate and banking law, who will 
face government regulators in their course of 
practice. These problems arc especially acute 
as large scale financial scandals such as the 
S&L collapse, the BCCI violations, and junk 
bonds are increasingly unearthed. 
In other news, our beloved American Bar 
Association conferred a major award upon 
University of Oklahoma Law Professor Anita 
Hi ll, presumably for her courage and forth-
rightness in testifying about the allegedly bi-
zarre behavior of U.S. Supreme Court Associ-
ate] ustice Clarence Thomas. Though the ABA 
ostensibly confers such awards to those who 
have advanced the profession and the pursuit of 
justice, one cannot help but wonder if this move 
was not designed to gain political capital in 
what not so coincidentally is a presidential 
election year. 
In another potentially questionable move 
at its annual conference. the ABA voted to 
promulgate a resolution supporting abortion 
rights. The battle here was not between pro-
choice and pro-life (at least not on the surface), 
but it was between factions divided philosophi-
cally over the purposes of the organization and 
its attendant role in public discourse. The 
winning faction wanted to politicize the group 
and have it advocate contrOversial political 
stands, just like Operation Rescue or the Na-
tional Abortion Rights League. The losing 
faction called for"ncutral ny ,"claiming that the 
ABA must publicly remain apolitical, lest it 
compromise the organization's integrity as 
impartial commentators on thestateof the law. 
Over the past year and a half President 
Bush and the Quaylcs, especially the latter, 
have taken "lawyer bashing" to a new height 
and mounted a frontal assault on the profession 
in the name of tort reform. Regardless of Hill's sense of impartiality. For example, the ABA is 
merits as an honoree or the parameters of the asked to give an evaluation of nominees for the 
abortion debate, it seems the last thing the federal court system; and similarly, local bar 
organization needs to do is involve itSelf in associationsareaskedtoconsidernomineesfor 
political maneuvering and grandstanding that local posts. The organization's recommenda-
has little to do with strengthening the American lions are presented as objective, non-partisan 
legal system. Taking overtly political stands on analyses of the nominees' intellect, scholarship 
' .. . [L)awyers as a group are endowed 
with a public trust compelling them no to 
prejudge issues and take sides. What an in-
dividual lawyer does in a particular case is 
another matter, but it seems as a group in a 
public setting, we should maintain a sense 
of impartiality. ' 
controversial issues plays into the Quayles' 
hands by sinking to their level of discourse. 
Just because the White House "picked a fight," 
in the juvenile sense, does not mean that the 
ABA must retal iate with more rhetoric. 
In general,my main point is that lawyers as 
a group are endowed with a public trust com-
pelling them not to prejudge issues and take 
sides. What an individual lawyer does in a par-
ticular case is another matter, but it seems as a 
group in a public selling, we should maintain a 
(if any), integrity, and most importantly, judi-
cial temperament. When legislative commit-
tees and the public receive this information, it 
would be plausible for them to assume that the 
analysis is indeed objective and based on the 
efficacy of legal reasoning and argument rather 
than politics. 
This issue here is not abortion, capital 
punishment, habeas corpus, or any other con-
troversy. I must concede the argument that in a 
sense, the ABA has always been "political," 
with the difference in the past being that it es-
poused the politics of the socio-political status 
quo. In tum, one may say that in recent years 
since women, minorities, and progressives in 
general have emerged in the organization, the 
group hasn't "become" political, but merely 
changed sides. Well, the sentiment is noble, but 
I'm not sure that just because those previously 
in power acted politically means those cur-
rently in their shoes should conduct themselves 
in the same manner. Coincidentally, I happen 
to agree with the "stands" that the ABA has 
taken. However, that agreement does not mean 
that I must accept the basic underlying premise 
that the group should take any stance at all. 
A final consideration is this matter is that 
all lawyers are "professionals," and therefore 
their leading organization should not take on 
the appearance of becoming just another lobby 
group on Capitol Hill button-holing legislators 
to suppon their agenda. Ostensibly lawyers are 
above such partisan groveling, just as we are 
supposedly above the craven practice of media 
advertising for clientS. I must admit, however, 
that lawyers do not live in a professional vac-
uum, impervious to the political and social 
conditions around them. We can be political 
animals like anyone else, and maybe public 
impartiality is an impossible goal for the group 
to attain. I can only hope that in the end, the 
current debates evolve into a constrUCtive dia-
logue about the weaknesses of the American 
legal system and what can be done to solve 
them. 
Letter Calls Editorial 'Illogical' 
Dear Editor: 
I am amused by Derek Lipscombe's as-
sertion that LGBLSA (the Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual Law Students Alliance) "crossed 
the line" since a member "actually 
interview[ed]" with the Navy JAG corps. 
The entire protest consisted of a bake sale, 
some posters criticizing the military's policy 
of excluding gay people, and a 20-minute 
cordial conversation between a member of 
LGBLSA and a Navy recruiter. To suggest 
that LGBLSA went too far is ridiculous; if 
anything, we didn't go far enough. 
Mr. Lipscombe argues in an October 26 
Res Gestae editorial: "No one knows for sure 
whether his interview may have spoiled po-
tential opponunities for other students by 
predisposing the recruiter to have a negative 
impression of all Michigan law students." 
The ultimate evil, in Mr. Lipscombe's view, 
is that a student MIGHT not be hired because 
one of our members caused him to have a bad 
day. The causation chain that Mr. Lipscombe 
presents is attenuated at best, and one might 
argue with equivalent merit that the recruiter's 
inability to fmd a parking place near the law 
school, locate a smoking lounge, or the gen-
eral confused congestion ofRoom 200 would 
also cause the recruiter to have a bad enough 
day that it would reflect in his/her hiring 
decisions. 
Of course, as Mr. Lipscombe admits, "no 
one knows for sure" about his chain of events. 
What we do know for sure is that an identified 
lesbian, gay or bisexual student cannot get a job 
with the military. Period. Even if the recruiter 
is having a good day. 
The second part of Mr. Lipscom be's argu-
ment is as illogical as the ftrst part, but is not at 
all funny. He suggests that the Placement Of-
fice should screen resumes and that action 
should be taken against Alejandro Navarro, the 
LGBLSA member who interviewed with the 
Navy JAG corps. 
I invite Mr. Lipscombetoexplain how this 
screening procedure would work. He implies 
that the recruiter could tell thatAlejandrowasn 't 
a serious candidate, so the Placement Office 
should have seen that from the resume. Does 
Mr. Lipscombe mean anyone who has done 
gay legal work, or, say, maintains membership 
in LGBLSA should be screened from inter-
viewing with the military? At best this implies 
that Mr. Lipscombe thinks that all gay , lesbian 
and bisexual people don' t wam jobs in the 
military. Obviously, that is incorrect In fact. 
two of our current members have served hon-
orably in the armed forces. 
It is unclear to me if Mr. Lipscombe per-
sonally believes that gays and lesbians are unfit 
to serve in the military. since the title of his 
editorial was "LG BLSA Protest Was a Good 
Idea But Group Had a Bad Battle Plan." His 
major thesis appears to be that Alejandro 
had "the wrong attitude, especially in these 
times where jobs are hard to come by." I 
guess I have the wrong attitude, too, then; it 
actually offends me that job opponunities 
arc denied to me and that I am considered 
unfit to serve my country. Presumably. Mr. 
Lipscombe wants me to smile and take it 
quietly, so as nollo rock the boat for others. 
I assume that, using his same logic, Mr. 
Lipscombe would be against an active 
protest of fiiTTls that discriminate against 
people of color, because it might upset the 
fum enough that some white students 
wouldn' t be hired. 
After reading Mr. Lipscombe's edito-
rial, I am embarrassed that I as a member of 
LG BLSA did not make more of an effon to 
protest the military's presence at the law 
school. Obviously there are still a great 
many people, including Mr. Lipscombe, 
who need to think through what it means to 
declare that gay, lesbian and bisexual people 
are worth less than everybody else. In hind-
sight, I wish LGBLSA had gone much 
furthe.r in its protest. 
Julie Helling, 3L 
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Dworkin: Prostitutes Have Little 
Choice in Male-Dominated World 
By Kathi Wyman 
RG News Writer 
Renowned feminist wri ter Andrea Dworkin 
spoke to a standing-room-on I y crowd in Honig-
man Auditorium on Sat., Oct. 31. Dworkin's 
speech, entitled "Prostitution and Male Su-
premacy," was the closing address of the Michi-
gan Journal of Gender and Law's two-day 
symposium, "Prostitution: From Academia to 
Activism." 
Dworkin said that while she was honored 
to be speaking at the symposium, she also felt 
"an awful lot of conflkt about being here, 
because I think that it's very hard to think about 
talking about prostitution in an academic set-
ting." 
She said the assumptions of academic life-
that one has a future to look forward to, "to be 
able to come inside from the cold, having time 
to study, the notion that there is some kind of 
discourse of ideas, that you ... can have 
disagreements that will not cost you your lifc"-
are "antithetical to the lives or· prostituted 
women, who cannot and do not assume that 
they will live even from minute to minute. 
"One of the conflicts I have about talking 
here ... is that I'm afraid that anything I say 
that's even slightly abstract will immediately 
take everyone's mtnds off of what is the funda-
mental issue," D\\orkin said. "And the funda-
mental issue is what1s done to women who are 
in prost.itution, what cxaclly prostitut.ion is." 
"Prost.iwtion: what is it? It is the use of a 
woman's body for sex by a rrian. He pays 
money; he does what he wants." 
Dworkin warned the audience that the 
minute people stop focusing on what prostitu-
tion really is, they move into a "world of ideas," 
where the issue is glossed over. 
"[But] what prostitution is," Dworkin 
reminded the audience, "is the mouth, the 
vagina, the rectum, penetrated by usually a 
penis, sometimes hands, sometimes objects, by 
one man, and then another, and then another 
and then another and then another and then 
another." 
Dworkin ensured that the audience was 
not distracted from this fundamental issue by 
using similarly repeated phrases and bold lan-
guage throughout her address to describe the 
reality of prostituted women's lives. 
"I ask you to think about your own bodies 
used that way," Dworkin challenged Listeners. 
"How sexy is it? Is it fun? The people who 
defend prostitution and pornography want you 
to feel a kinky little thriU every time you think 
of something being stuck in a woman. 
"I want you to feel the delicate tissues in 
her body that are being misused. I want you to 
feel what it feels like when it happens over and 
over and over and over and over and over and 
over and over and over again." 
Dworkin told the audience they could not 
think about prostitution without thinking "about 
the man who needs to fuck the prostitute." 
"He is everyone," she said. "I want you to 
take one hour on Monday and ... walk through 
your schools, and I want you to look at every 
man, and I want you to take his clothes off with 
your eyes, and I want you to see him with a stiff 
prick, and I want you in your mind to put him 
on top of a woman, with the money on the table 
True to her words, Dworkin's speech dealt 
very little with abstractions, but certain ide~ 
were made very clear. Among these themes: 
that society treats prostitutes' lives as worth-
less; that homclessness, incest and poverty lead 
to prostitution; that prostitut.ion itself, without 
additional violence, is intrinsically abusive and 
'When men use women in prostitution, 
they are expressing a pure hatred for the 
f emale body. It as pure as anything on this 
earth ever is or ever has been. I t is a con-
tempt so deep that a whole luunan life is 
reduced to a f ew sexual orifices. ' 
- writer Andrea Dworkin 
next to him." 
"Everyone! The dean of this law school, 
the professor , the male students, everyone! 
Because that's the world that the prostituted 
woman lives in. It's a world in which no matter 
what happens to you, there is another man who 
wants a piece of you. And if you need some-
thing from him, you have to give him that 
piece." 
is more akin to gang mpe than to anything else; 
and that prostitution stems from male domi-
nance, which must be "destroyed ... not simply 
reformed [orl made a lillie bit nicer for some 
women." 
"When men use women in prostitution, 
they are expressing a pure hatred for the female 
body," Dworkin said. " It as pureasanything on 
this earth ever is or ever has been. It is a 
GRADES, continued from page 1 
(both direct quotes)? 
Babcock admits that firms will often 
send an associate who attended Michigan 
Law School, but who have tittle ability to 
"fight for a particular student" when the 
time comes for the parmers to decide whom 
to call back. 
When she sees the alumni come to 
interview, Babcock stated, she thinks "great, 
but can you really help the students? Usu-
ally, it is the older interviewer who can go 
back to the ftrm and have the abili ty to fight 
for a particular student " 
Babcock does believe that, even with 
the current situation, interviews may make 
the difference for those students with mid-
level grades. 
So what do we do? 
When one is forced to play a game 
under certain rules, the ftrstlogical question 
is, "How can I stack the deck in my favor?" 
N.Y .U's law school has recently under-
taken the practice of i'1cluding an "advi-
sory" with their students' applications for 
judicial clcrkships. This advisory tells the 
potential employer that "only two to three 
percent of all law school graduates have an A-
minus average or be Her," which seems to be the 
equivalent of saying, "Hire our students; they're 
smarter than they look." Still, better some help 
than none, which raises the question of how 
Michigan grades look to employers. 
Professor Richard Friedman iscurrenlly a 
member of the Academic Standards Commit-
tee. He stated that, while he is unsure of how 
Michigan's grading system compares with those 
of other law schools', the Committee is cur-
rently open to any proposals for change in this 
system. 
One possibility would be to accept a pass/ 
fail system for the ftrst semester of first year, 
which is currently used by both Yale, on a 
mandatory basis, and at Stanford, on a volun-
tary basis. 
Friedman, however, does not see this as an 
advantage to students, stating that "it places too 
much stress on second-semester grades." 
Friedman also said that, while the faculty 
contempt so deep that a whole human life is 
reduced to a few sexual orifices." 
Prostituted women's entire lives, Dworkin 
said, arc viewed as less important than the 
money they arc paid. Money is considered to 
transform the experience so that she deserved 
and wanted whatever abuse she received. 
"Women arc not supposed to have money," 
she said, because it gives them choices-in-
cluding the choice not to be with men.l f women 
make that choice, "men then wiJI be deprived of 
the sc~ that men feel they have a right to,'· 
Dworkin said. 
"And if it is required that a whole class of 
people be treated with cruelty and indignity and 
humiliation and put into a condition of servi-
tude so that men can have the sex that they think 
they have the right to, then that is what will 
happen," she said. "That is the ... meaning of 
male dominance." 
In thequestion-and-answerperiod follow-
ing her talk, Dworkin responded to a com-
monl y invoked justification for prostitution-
that it is women's "choice." 
Dworkin likened the choice of a prosti-
tuted woman to a si tuation in which one is 
standing on the edge of a cliff with a kni fe to 
one's hack, and being told one has the "choice" 
to jump or to step backward. Women who 
"choose" prostitution have no other choice, 
Dworkin said, adding that those who believe 
women have a choice also believe that they 
have the basic freedoms that men have. 
"You're not talking about a society in 
which the women who arc in prostitution atone 
time were on the road to being brain surgeons." 
have been open to the idea, the students 
who have been asked about a voluntary 
pass/fail system doubted whether incoming 
ftrst-ycar students have the background 
know ledge needed to make such a dec is ion. 
Another possibility would be a strictly 
superficial change, but one with a definite 
impact on how Michigan transcripts look to 
employers. This change would entail chang-
ing the "plus system" to a "minus system," 
making what would now be a C+ into a B-
• a B+ into an A-, ete. 
The GPA calculation, however, would 
not be affected: where a 2.5 is now equiva-
lent to a C+, it would be equivalent to aS-
under the revised system, if such a system 
were adopted. 
F ricdman stated that there are currently 
no formal proposals on the table, but such 
proposals are welcome. 
While there is little doubt that all 
Michigan Law Students will find employ-
ment, perhaps a change in the grading sys-
tem will provide needed assistance. 
